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Heroic Tour of the Battelfields 

Rulebook- version 0.7   Attention, this information is temporary. 

PARCOURS 

Monday  19/8/2019 Oosteeklo - Amiens  293 km. 

Tuesday 20/8/2019 Amiens - Paris   294 km. 

Wednesday 21/8/2019 Day of rest 

Thursday 22/8/2019 Paris - Bar-le-Duc  342 km. 

Friday  23/8/2019 Day of rest 

Saturday 24/8/2019 Bar-le-Duc - Belfort  312 km. 

Sunday   25/8/2019 Day of rest 

Monday 26/8/2019 Belfort - Strasbourg  170 km. 

Tuesday 27/8/2019 Strasbourg - Luxembourg 296 km. 

Wednesday 28/8/2019 Day of rest  

Thursday 29/8/2019 Luxembourg - Brussel  309 km. 

Friday     30/8/2019 Brussel - Oosteeklo  82 km. 

 

ORGANISATION 

Article 1: 

The society of local history "De Twee Ambachten"- Assenede and "Orde van de Smoutpot"- 

Oosteeklo organize, in collaboration with the organization Gent-Wevelgem, from 19th of August until 

the 30th of August 2019 the "Tour of the Battlefields" with a formula of "choose your own speed" 

covering a total distance of 2098 km. 

The tour will be split in several stages who will be completed on the given days. The tour covers the 

original trajectory of the "tour of the battlefields" as much as possible, as it was ridden 100 years 

ago. 

Article 2: 

The organization has the right to change this rulebook and to make all necessary decisions which are 

not covered by this rulebook.  
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The organization has the right to make changes to all aspects that are connected with the activity or 

the trajectory where is activity is being held. If possible, they make their decisions known to the 

participants three days before they are enforced via their website, e-mail or other ways of 

communication.      

In case of circumstances beyond one's control or if the safety of the participants can not be 

guaranteed, the activity or some of its stages can be cancelled of shortened. Decisions concerning 

these situations can be taken once the event has already started . 

Article 3:   

By subscribing to the tour of the battlefields and upon departing to complete the tour of the 

battlefields, the participant accepts the rulebook without restriction.  

Article 4: punishments and protests. 

The organization has the right to disqualify/exclude a participants upon a heavy offence of this 

rulebook. Among heavy offences are: not respecting the code of law on the road, ignoring 

instructions of the organization of endangerment of him-/herself of other participants. 

Every complaint is to be directed to the organization, Organisatie Wielerroem, Kerrestraat 4, 9968 

Oosteeklo, with registered letter within 5 days after the arrival. 

 

PARTICIPATION 

Article 5: condition for participation 

 

The Tour of the Battlefields is available for every cyclist who are at least 18 years old on the 19th of 

August 2019. Every participant will be seen as a person on a personal holiday. The participant has to 

respect the code of road law and respect every official signal. 

We aim for minimum 87 participants and maximum 187 participants. 

In case the minimum amount of participants is not reached, the Tour of the Battlefields will still 

continue. 

At the moment of subscribing, the participant has to present a medical certificate, dating back no 

longer than 3 months, which proves  that the participant is medically able to ride the Tour of the 

Battlefields. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.interglot.nl/woordenboek/en/nl/vertaal/circumstances%20beyond%20one%3D27s%20control?l=nl%7Cen
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Cyclists of cyclist clubs that wish to ride only a few segments of the trajectory will do so on their own 

responsibility. The articles that treat security measures will be respected. 

A week before the start of the event (before the 12th of August 2019), they have to announce to the 

organization following items by e-mail (organisatie@wielerroem.com): 

 name  of the participant(s), address, cell phone nr., e-mail address; 

 whether or not the participation is with a cycling club; 

 day(s) of the participation; 

 start and finish place. 

After transfer of €5/person they will receive 1 white ribbon that is to be worn by the participant 

during the tour. The ribbon highlights the theme "A white ribbon, connects" en they can also make 

use of the provisioning if that is foreseen during the stage. The money will be transferred to the bank 

account BE13 7512 0725 9839 owned by the "Orde van de Smoutpot Oosteeklo" with the statement 

"Omloop van de Slagvelden - name and e-mail address - day(s) of participation" 

 

Article 6: requirements for the bike 

 

All vehicles must have two wheels, controlled by a handle bar and be propelled by muscle force via 

transmission consisting of one or more crank pairs 

The whole trajectory will be ridden with the same bike. For this reason, the bike of every participant 

will have a lead seal. The bike and the seal will not be separated during the course of the Tour of the 

Battlefield, start to finish. 

At every start, the bike and the seal will be checked. 

If by any reason the seal was lost, the organization is to be notified immediately. (Belgium: 0479/75 

68 03; International: +32 479 75 03) 

Every participant will receive an ID-plate that is to be attached to their bike. 

In case of a defect on the bike, it is the participants own responsibility to get it fixed. The bike can 

never be changed for another one. If cheating is noticed, the participant will be 

disqualified/excluded. The bikes must have well working lightning in front and back, that is visible 

from a distance of 100 meters in front, and 150 meters in the back. The lights must fixed securely and 

permanent on the bike, even during day, and must always be ready to function. A rear light in the 

form of a flashing led light is not permitted. Lights must be activated at nightfall until dawn of light of 

when visibility is too low. These rules apply for solo riders and riders in group. 

If a participants is being stopped for a problem with his/her lights (no of not sufficient lightning) , he 

will only be allowed to continue after reparation, or if he has emergency lights to ensure his own 

safety. 
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Article 7: subscription 

The subscription will start at the 11th November 2018 at 11h00. 

The subscriptions will be held on an individual basis according to the procedure on the internet 

http://www.wielerroem.com.  

On a weekly basis subscriptions will be raffled from the appeals. Appeals which were not selected 

will stay on the list. After the selection the appealer will be notified immediately. The lucky winner 

has one week to complete the wire transfer. After this, the official subscription will be confirmed by 

e-mail. 

The subscription fee is €187 and is to be paid within 14 days, after notification by the organization 

that they are registered, on the account BE13 7512 0725 9839 in name of "Orde van de Smoutpot 

Oosteeklo" with the message "Omloop van de Slagvelden - name and e-mail address". 

You are only subscribed once the money has been received on the account number mentioned 

above. 

In the subscription fee, one personalized cycling jersey is included. This can be ordered by the 

participant directly at ......... 

If the participant wishes, he/she can order more personalized cycling jerseys on his own charge. 

A part of the subscription fee is donated to a good cause ……… 

 

After subscription and transfer of the subscription fee, following documents need to be transferred 

to the organization by the 15th of July 2019 at the latest: 

 

 Medical certificate, dating back no longer than 3 months; 

 Proof of money transfer of the subscription fee; 

 A valid insurance proof (copy) of a liability insurance; 

 A recent ID photo measuring 3,5 cm x 2,5 cm; 

 A picture and description of the bike that will be used to ride the tour. 

Once the subscription is completed and all documents are approved by the organization, the 

participant will be notified that he/she may start. 

  

http://www.wielerroem.com/
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Article 8: cancellation 

The organization reserves the right to cancel the Tour of the Battlefields when that cancellation is a 

result of foreign circumstances that can not be allotted to them, such as circumstances beyond their 

control. In that case, the participants will notified as fast as possible and the subscription fee minus 

the organizational costs will be paid back. 

Participants can cancel their participation up until the 8th of August 2019. 

If there is a replacing participant, the subscription fee minus the organizational costs will be paid 

back. 

If there is no replacing participant, the subscription fee minus the organizational costs will be given 

to the good cause chosen by the organization. 

Article 9: clothing 

Every participant must provide what he needs to ride the Tour of the Battlefields. Wearing of the 

reflective jacket, belt or other reflective clothing is MANDATORY once riding lights are needed. At 

every start, there will be an inspection of the bikes and reflective clothing. 

If the reflective clothing of the participant is covered by a backpack or something else, the participant 

has to provide extra reflective material to ensure the visibility. 

Clothing in light colors is recommended. 

Wearing of the protective cycling helmet is strongly recommended. 

Make sure you are being seen on the road! 

Article 10: Trajectory and inspections 

The trajectory will be given in a track file and a paper version. 

The participants are obligated to follow the laid out trajectory. 

The inspection points will be marked on the trajectory. Surprise inspections are possible. 

On each inspection point, the inspection paper will be signed by the participant. 

The participants and their support people always have to show correct behavior to the inspectors. 

Article 11: sleep accommodation - breakfast - evening meal 

Every participant takes care of their sleep accommodations, breakfasts and evening meals. 
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INSURANCE 

Article 12: accountability and insurance 

The participants must, under all circumstances, respect the code of road law. The use of mobile 

phones is prohibited during riding, as is the wearing of headphones (according the French law). 

It is explicitly foreseen that every participant participates in the Tour of the Battlefields on their own 

risk, and is thus only insured if he took up his own insurance. A contract " Civil liability-defense and 

legal counsel" is taken up by the organization for every physical and property damage caused by a 

participant to a third party during the course of the Tour of the Battlefields. 

This contract also covers medical assistance and repatriation 

This contract does not cover the damage caused to the vehicle  of gear of the participant in case of 

fall or theft. To cover these risks, the participant should take up his own insurance. 

In every case, the participant is responsible for the guarding of its own goods or its personal 

belongings. The organization is not responsible in case of loss or theft. 

 

START MODALITIES 

Article 13: pass and trajectory 

At the start of the Tour of the Battlefields, every participant will receive a pass with all needed 

information. At the start of each stage he will receive a paper version of the trajectory. The 

participant should carry the pass on him at all times. He/she personally has to show his pass at every 

start, inspection and finish. 

The loss of this pass can have exclusion from the event as a result. 
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Article 14: start modalities 

19th of August 2019 

  

Two hours before the start the subscriptions will be opened on the location: Parochiezaal, Koning 

Albertstraat 3, Oosteeklo, Belgium. 

The participant needs to register at the booth "inscriptions" 

There: 

 his ID-card and subscription proof will be shown; 

 the bicycle will be checked; 

 the bicycle lights and reflective clothing will be checked; 

 the bicycle will be sealed by a lead seal; 

 every participant will be given their pass and frame ID-plate; 

 every participant receives a white ribbon that he/she has to attach to their bike or wrist; 

 will be checked if every participant is wearing their personalized cycling jersey at the start.  

After that the participation form is signed. 

Every participant will set of to the start line Oosteeklo-Dorp 92 (Next to the building "Wauters 

Dienstengroep") ten minutes before the start of the event by the latest. 

The event will start promptly at 06h00. 

Depending on the amount of participants, the start can be executed in several groups of for safety 

reasons cars and official motorcycles will lead the platoon as long as the organization deems it 

necessary. Overtaking them is forbidden and punished by exclusion. 

 

Other days 

Every participant has to register in time before the start at the booth "subscriptions". 

The place and time of every stage will be shown on the website and on the paper version of the 

preceding stage. 

The "subscription booth will be opened one hour before every start. 

At the booth: 

 the bicycle will be checked; 

 the bicycle lights and reflective clothing will be checked; 

 the pass and frame ID plate will be checked. 

After that the participation form will be signed. 

Every participant will set of to the start line ten minutes before the start of the event by the latest. 
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Depending on the amount of participants, the start can be executed in several groups of for safety 

reasons cars and official motorcycles will lead the platoon as long as the organization deems it 

necessary. Overtaking them is forbidden and punished by exclusion. 

 

ALONG THE WAY 

Article 15: opening and closing times of the inspection posts 

These will be announced at the start of every stage and are to be respected. 

Every participant is OBLIGATED to pass by during the opening time of the inspection posts. 

A hardware defect is an exception. If this occurs the organization has to notified. (Belgium: 0479/75 

68 03; International: +32 479 75 03). 

 

Article 16: finish line, submission, exceeding time. 

In the last stage, 30th of August 2019, with arrival in Oosteeklo, we ask all participants to wear their 

personalized cycling jersey. 

Every participant that submits of clearly arrives too late at an inspection post or finish line, will be 

taken out of the official result. Every submission has to be notified to the organization (Belgium: 

0479/75 68 03; International: +32 479 75 03). 

He/she who submits or arrives out of time at an inspection post has to give in het pass, frame ID-

plate, sealing lead and track (if available) to organization at the 30th of August at the latest. 

 

The organization will give the participant a signed proof of delivery after giving the items mentioned 

above. 

 

A participant who submits, has to provide for his return to home on his own. 
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Article 17: support- and assistance vehicles 

Following assistance vehicles are provided: 

 In case of accident the organization the organization is to be notified by telephone (Belgium: 

0479/75 68 03; International: +32 479 75 03). Someone of the organization will arrive as 

soon as possible; 

 luggage transport (see article 20). 

Support vehicles of participants: 

 see seperate rulebook support vehicles 

Artcle 18: provisioning 

During the stages the organization sometimes supplies 1 provision post, those will be marked on the 

trajectory. 

Article 19: Tracking system - in study 

Article 20: luggage transport 

 

The daily transit of personal belongings from start to finish if foreseen by the organization. 

The personal belongings must be well labeled (name, address, cell phone nbr) and will be given at 

the start and picked up at the finish. A sport bag or backpack with a maximum weight of 15 kilograms 

seems ideal to us. That weight may not be exceeded. 

There can only be one piece of luggage per participant. 

The participants must know that they are responsible for the transport from their sleeping 

accommodation to the start line and from the finish line to their sleeping accommodation. 

FOOTAGE 

Article 21: usage of footage 

Upon subscribing ,the participant gives permission to the organization and their rightful claimant, 

their partners and media to use standstill or moving footage that may feature the participant during 

their participation to the Tour of the Battlefields worldwide on any medium, among which promotion 

and advertisement material, during the by law longest foreseen duration. 

Article 22: Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy - under construction 

 


